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Three-dimensional lattice of ion traps
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We propose an ion trap configuration that, by symmetry, is three-dimensionally frequency degenerate. This
fundamental trap configuration can be stacked together in a three-dimensional simple cubic arrangement. The
isolated trap, as well as the extended array of ion traps, is characterized for different locations in the lattice,
illustrating the robustness of the lattice of traps concept. The ease of addressing the ions at each lattice site,
individually or simultaneously, makes this system naturally suitable for a number of experiments. Application
of this trap to precision spectroscopy, quantum information processing, and the study of few-particle interacting
systems are discussed.
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The trapping of ions with static [1] and time-varying [2]
fields has been central to many important developments in
physics and chemistry for the past 50 years. Ion traps have
been applied to precision spectroscopy [1], precision mass
determination [3], mass analysis [4], atomic ion clocks [5],
and, most recently, quantum information processing [6]. Ion
trap experiments most typically focus on the ability to trap (a) a
single ultracold ion for extended interrogation, (b) a collection
of ions in the form of a spatially extended cloud [7], or
(c) an ordered crystal of ions [8,9]. Multiple species of ions can
also be trapped simultaneously [10]. Common to all of these
experiments is the study of ion(s) within isolated ion traps.
Recently experiments have been performed to communicate
between trapped ions in remote experiments [11]. Different
trap configurations have been developed to meet specific
requirements, starting from conventional 3-dimensional (3-D)
traps with hyperbolic electrodes [2] to cylindrical traps [12],
linear traps [13], and various kinds of planar traps [14–17].
Designs with 3-D scalability [18,19] and ion transport [20]
have also been explored.

In this article we propose a configuration for ion trapping
which is three-dimensionally symmetric by its geometry. It
resembles the configuration used by Wuerker et al. [21] in
1959. An important consequence of the present structure
is its suitability for the construction of several compact,
stacked, virtually independent ion traps in the same apparatus.
Here we discuss the fundamental structure underlying the
proposed trap and its operating scheme. Parameters for both
the isolated fundamental trap and the system of stacked traps
are determined and compared, establishing the robustness of
the configuration. The motion of ions in the traps is character-
ized, building a case for several experimental applications with
this trapping scheme, some of which are sketched to illustrate
its versatility.

The fundamental building block for the lattice of ion traps
(LIT) is illustrated in Fig. 1(a). The trap is constructed with
three parallel pairs of cylindrical electrodes along the Cartesian
axes. When extended, this creates compact, well-isolated
individual traps with large optical access, permitting optical
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communication between different traps and ease of construc-
tion. Typical dimensions could be an electrode diameter of
0.5 mm and a center-to-center separation of 5 mm. These are
the dimensions used in our simulations. The dimensions can
be changed without qualitatively changing the characterization
here.

Time-varying potentials create the 3-D ion trap, when
applied to the equipotential, parallel electrodes in Fig. 1(a). The
phase relation for the amplitude of the applied radio-frequency
(RF) field between electrode sets along x̂, ŷ, and ẑ is illustrated
in Fig. 1(b). This field configuration creates the rotating saddle
potential which traps the ions in a 3-D symmetric configuration
over one full cycle of the rf. This symmetry lends itself to
extension, to form the LIT illustrated in Fig. 1(c). In general
any l × m × n number of equivalent traps can be constructed
by building an appropriate number of electrodes. The rf phase
relation remains identical to the fundamental trap for the
extended sets of parallel electrodes. Figure 1(c) illustrates the
3 × 3 × 3 version of the LIT, as it is the lowest-order cubic
arrangement that provides lattice sites with differently located
near-neighbor traps (coordination). The four distinct locations
of ion traps in this arrangement are body center (BC), face
center (FC), edge center (EC), and corner (C). We show here
that the site-specific effects on the trapped ions in individual
traps are too small to be significant.

The ion trap operation is simulated for the 40Ca+ ion.
The potentials for the ion trap(s) are generated using SIMION.
The equations of motion in the time-varying potentials are
solved numerically using MATHEMATICA. The rotating saddle
potential results in ion motion with a macromotion frequency
νm whose amplitude is modulated by the driving frequency
of the trap, νrf . Characterization simulations for the isolated
ion trap and the LIT potential were done by solving for the
full 3 × 3 × 3 cell configuration. The isolated trap solutions
were then compared with the corresponding solutions within
the individual traps at the BC, FC, EC, and C locations.

Operationally, apart from the dimensions of the trap, three
parameters characterize the symmetric 3-D ion trap. These
are frequency (νrf ) of operation, amplitude of the rf (Vrf ), and
trap depth for the ion. Equal amplitudes of the rf voltage Vrf

applied as in Fig. 1(b) yield macromotion frequencies νm;x =
νm;y = νm;z. No dc field is applied to the electrodes in our trap
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Structure and operation of the 3-D ion trap.
(a) Basic electrode configuration of the ion trap. Three pairs of parallel
electrodes are arranged along the Cartesian axes and are electrically
contacted. (b) The relative phase difference of 2π/3 between the
orthogonal electrode sets, where Vx , Vy , and Vz are represented
by thin, thick, and dashed lines, respectively. (c) Illustration of
the extension of the trap in (a) to 27 traps in a simple cubic
arrangement. (d) Four distinct types of coordination symmetries for
traps at different locations emerge. Representative cells of different
coordinations are identified as BC(6), FC(5), EC(4), and C(3), where
the number of location-dependent nearest-neighbor cells is given in
parentheses.

configuration. As a consequence of this, the standard Paul trap
representation in terms of stability parameters a and q, related
to the Mathieu differential equation, which governs the motion
of ions in a rf trap [2], is not relevant, as a = 0. However,

q = 4QVrf/M(2πνrf)
2R2

0,

where Q represents the charge state of the ion, M the mass,
and R0 = 0.0025 m the distance of the electrode from the trap
center; that is, the size of the trap, remains a good expression
for trap characterization.

The nature of the present trap is characterized by relating
the rf amplitude Vrf , the magnitude of the initial velocity of the
trapped ion |v0|, and νrf . Figure 2(a) illustrates the boundary of
the region of stability in the |v0|-Vrf plane, where νrf = 1 MHz,
for the single trap, BC, and C locations. The initial position
of the ion is at the trap center and the initial velocity is v0,
with equal components in the three orthogonal directions. The
small variations in the trapping region in Fig. 2(a) arise due to
the trapping potential at the edge of the physical trap. A barely
trapped ion samples the outer reaches of the individual trap
potential, where, in addition to intrinsic anharmonicity, the
trap at its edges is susceptible to its immediate neighborhood.
Thus the differences due to the trap location in the LIT are
minor. The top axis in Fig. 2(a) marks out the macromotion
frequency νm as a fraction of νrf for the isolated trap and is
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Details of trap characterization. (a) Region
of stability in the |v0| vs. Vrf plane at νrf = 1 MHz. The region
contained within the the curve is the stable region. The dashed (black),
thin (red), and thick (gray) lines are the stability bounds for the single
trap in Fig. 1(a), the most configurationally distinct BC, and C cells
in the LIT, respectively. (b) Plot of the maximum initial velocity that
is trapped |v0;max | and (c) plot of the maximum amplitude of the rf
field which traps the 40Ca+ ion as a function of νrf . The line is the
least-squares fit to the points, ανrf for (b) and βν2

rf for (c).

dependent only on the magnitude of Vrf . As Vrf increases, the
amplitude of the micromotion increases rapidly, thus taking
the ions to the trap boundary and ejecting them. Deeper trap
potentials therefore do not imply higher initial kinetic energies
of trappable ions, as illustrated by the fall in the |v0;max| for
higher Vrf values. Thus the suitable operating point of the ion
trap is the initial region of linear response of |v0;max| to Vrf , with
q � 0.29 for Vrf � 8 V at νrf = 1 MHz. Generating multiple
|v0|-Vrf stability plots for different νrf and compiling the results
provided the data for Figs. 2(b) and (c). Figure 2(b) illustrates
that |v0;max| scales as νrf , quantifying the maximum trappable
initial velocity of the ion. Figure 2(c) demonstrates that the
maximum trapping voltage Vrf;max scales as ν2

rf consistent with
the behavior for constant q, here q = 0.908, which barely traps
the zero-velocity ion. Thus the bounds for the operation of the
present ion trap are well characterized via the scaling functions
shown.

Symmetric operation of the trap gives identical macromo-
tion frequency νm, in the orthogonal x̂, ŷ, and ẑ direction.
The micromotion of the trajectory components is synchronous
with the drive field frequency νrf . At the trap center and for a
large range of |v0|, νm is unchanged and the power spectrum
in Fig. 3 remains free of sidebands, indicating that the trap is
harmonic. Due to the large difference between νm and νrf in
the q � 0.29 range of operation, it is reasonable to separate
the ion motion into two components, and the slow motion
at νm can be considered separate, while averaging over the
fast oscillation at νrf . This is indeed exhibited clearly in the
amplitude of the power spectrum of the Fourier transform
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Power spectrum of the x̂ component of
the trajectory for a low-|v0| ion computed at νrf = 1 MHz, Vrf = 3 V:
(i) for the electrode configuration in Fig. 1(a), black curve, and (ii) for
the split electrode configuration in the inset, gray (orange) trace. For
both power spectra, a strong macromotion peak at νm and significantly
weaker peaks at νrf , νrf ± νm, 2νrf , and 2νrf ± νm are seen.

along the representative x̂ direction in Fig. 3. In the small-v0

and low-q region of operation, νm is the same across traps with
different coordination numbers.

The absolute uncertainty in νm determination from our
simulations is within ±0.01νrf . This uncertainty arises due
to a marginal deviation of the the numerical solution to the
Laplace equation from the true value of the potential because
of our computational convergence limit.

Structurally the electrodes of the trap illustrated in Figs. 1(a)
and 1(c) do not allow a face-on view of the ion. This can
be circumvented by splitting each of the six electrodes into
two closely spaced electrodes as shown in the inset in Fig. 3.
The resulting trap is similar in performance to the trap in
Fig. 1(a), as illustrated in Fig. 3 by the power spectrum of the
x̂ component of the ion trajectory.

Loading the LIT with the desired number of ions is
most efficiently achieved by resonance-enhanced two-photon
ionization. Briefly, the rf fields could be applied while a vapor
of the parent neutral floods the lattice. Application of the two
laser frequencies participating in the ionization, along two
distinct directions of easy viewing through the lattice, would
create ions only at the beam intersection. Thus an ion(s) can
be loaded in a controlled way in each ion trap cell, close to the
center of the individual traps. Laser cooling of ions to ultracold
temperatures, now well established, is easily done along the
easy viewing directions.

The proposed ion trap, due to the sinusoidal, three-phase
variation of the solution of the Laplace equations, is tightly
constrained by the uniqueness theorems. Alternative configu-
rations of ion traps which yield degenerate frequencies with
sinusoidal time variation (Fig. 3, inset) will be qualitatively
identical to the trap above. It is also found that the trap
degeneracies are preserved for small trap misalignments, while
a 3% deviation in electrode placement leads to a breakdown
of the frequency degeneracy. The optical access (OA) at the
center of the trap in Fig. 1(a) is OA ≈ 0.81 × (4π ) sr, while the
central trap in the LIT has OA ≈ 0.58 × (4π ) sr. This makes
the addressing of ions in the LIT practical.

The most precise spectroscopic measurement on a system
would be on an isolated, trapped single particle, nearly at
rest. However, in the specific case of a single ion confined

within an ion trap, a serious constraint is presented by the low
flux of the photons and hence the signal-to-noise ratio (RS/N)
in the detection. Adding more than one ion per ion trap leaves
the system vulnerable to perturbations that could compro-
mise the precision of the measured transition frequencies.
With the experimental setup proposed here, we have the ability
to preserve the isolation of the individual ions in each trap,
while increasing the detected fluorescence rate.

Specifically the performance of single-ion optical clocks
may be improved when a single ultracold ion is trapped within
each cell of the LIT. The stability of clocks is expressed by the
Allen variance,

σ = (�ν/ν)(RS/N)−1/2 × τ−1/2,

where ν is the transition frequency, �ν is the observed
linewidth, and τ is the integration time. In the arrangement
illustrated in Fig. 1(c), 27 such trapped ions can be interrogated
simultaneously, increasing the RS/N. This results in a decrease
in the short-term instability by about a factor of 5.

Information processing with ion traps allows the most
precise control over qubits thus far. However, one practical
limitation faced by most ion trap quantum information ex-
periments is scalability and, to an extent, precise individual
addressing of the ions trapped in the ground vibrational state of
a trap. Also, for low-v0 and low-q operation, the trap frequency
νm is coordination number independent. In addition, traps with
the same coordination number are, by definition, identical.
Thus if one desires to operate with only one qubit per site, this
system is ideally suited.

Further, the ground state of the effective harmonic oscillator
trap for the 3-D ion trap configuration is nondegenerate.
However, for the center-of-mass oscillations, the excited
states in the symmetric operation mode of the trap exhibit
degeneracy. Thus the usual cooling mechanisms (laser and
sideband) essential for the population of the ground vibrational
state of the trap with the ion(s) are unchanged. In addition,
deterministic numbers of ions can be loaded per lattice site
in the ground state. In the specific case of two ions per trap
cell, the key to entangling them or performing gate operations
with existing protocols [22] may depend on the heating rate
of the ions from their ground state in the trap. The heating
rate has not been evaluated in the present work. The present
ion trap has a point rf node, as opposed to the linear rf node
of the more conventional linear Paul trap geometries that are
currently in use for quantum information processing. Thus,
the feasibility of usable two-/multi-ion entanglement in the
proposed configuration bears further investigation. Another
difference which arises due to the high symmetry is an overall
rotational motion about the center of mass of the trapped
ions, which, due to the distance between two ions in the
trap ground state (several micrometers), is very slow (≈1 Hz)
compared with other relevant time constants in such systems.
If many-particle entanglement can be proven for this structure,
either with present-day technology or with a protocol or system
yet to be developed, scaling will naturally follow. The fact that,
by asymmetric application of either constant or rf voltage, the
trap degeneracy can be lifted for the excited states offers other
degrees of freedom for exploitation in the future. Thus the LIT
offers a new architecture for quantum information processing
with ions [15].
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Another rich area of study with the 3-D ion trap is the
experimental few-body problem. The present-day ability to
load a controlled number of atoms, molecules or ions in the
lowest-energy states of traps allows attempts at quantitative
studies with these very challenging systems. Linear Paul
traps have long supported ion crystals which order in shells
about the trap axis [23–25]. The 3-D ion trap would fill in
a three-dimensionally symmetric fashion. Problems such as
minimum energy configurations, phonon mode excitations
and crystal relaxation, rotations, and effect of trap symmetry
and its changes can be probed. The symmetry of the present
trap can be dramatically altered from a totally symmet-
ric to a completely asymmetric configuration (i.e., νm;x =
νm;y = νm;z ↔ νm;x �= νm;y �= νm;z) with small differences in
electrode voltages. In the highly asymmetric configuration the

system can be driven into chaotic behavior as evident from
single, trapped ion trajectory simulations, which exhibit a
dense power spectrum. The ability to catch the ion signal
in fluorescence makes trapped ions the natural choice for
mapping both the equilibrium configurations and the dynamics
of a system of a few, bound particles. Such studies with trapped
ions are relevant across disciplines in physics.

In conclusion, the concept of the ion trap described
here is versatile and suitable for many experiments
over and above [26] those discussed here. The trap
operating parameters determined here are easily scaled for
different Q/M and trap dimensions. Its primary strengths lie
in the ease with which multiple, identical ion traps can be
realized and the ability to adapt the trap symmetry to a specific
problem without additional experimental complexity.
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